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AMERICAS MONTHLY REPORT
The purpose of this document is to provide an overview of key developments affecting the displacement situation
in the Americas and some of UNHCR response activities in line with the 2019 strategic objectives for the region.

Honduras. Helping gang-affected communities in city ravaged by violence © UNHCR/Samtiago Escobar-Jaramillo

VENEZUELA SITUATION

4 million

KEY DEVELOPMENTS

(as of May 2019)

1 The Peruvian Government introduced a requirement for the issuance of
Humanitarian Visas for Venezuelans to enter the country, which was made
effective on 15 June. This visa can only be acquired in consulates in Venezuela
and in exceptional cases in Colombia or Ecuador. The announcement of the
Peruvian humanitarian visa prompted a sudden increase of arrivals at Tumbes,
the border town with Ecuador from approximately 1,800 daily entries to a record
peak of over 8,100 by June 14th. On 22 June, the Government began applying
an accelerated procedure to resolve asylum requests directly at the border.
Peru’s new visa requirements also had a major impact on Ecuador’s border
with Colombia. According to Ecuadorian authorities, the number of arrivals in
Ecuador reported an increase from 12 June, with over 5,000 entries to 14 June
when over 8,000 Venezuelans entered the country through the Rumichaca and
San Miguel border crossings with Colombia. The Migration report reveals that
only 30% of Venezuelans currently arriving in Ecuador hold a passport.
2 On 20 June, Chile introduced a new visa requirement for Venezuelans to
enter the country as tourists. From now on, all Venezuelans will need to obtain
a visa from a Chilean consulate before arriving at the border. Chile introduced
in May 2018 a “Democratic Responsibility Visa” for those Venezuelans who
intended to stay in the country. According to the authorities, 37,000 such visas
have been issued since then.

3 The Ministry of National Security of Trinidad and Tobago announced the

implementation of a new entry visa requirement for Venezuelans as of June 15.
Until now Venezuelans didn’t need a visa provided they had a valid passport
and proof of the financial means to cover their stay in the country.
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In Brazil, the National Refugee Commission (CONARE)
announced the recognition of 'grave and generalized threat to
human rights in Venezuela". The decision aims to expedite the
analysis of asylum claims from Venezuelans in Brazil under the
application of the Cartagena refugee definition.
4 A boat that departed Punta Aguide, in Venezuela, for
Curaçao on 7 June with 32 passengers, including children is
still missing at sea and search missions continue.

$158.2
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The Colombian Minister of Health
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UNHCR's
financial
requirements
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FUNDING (as of 9 July 2019) UNHCR's financial
requirements 2019 for the Venezuela Situation
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funding update includes an indicative allocation of funds so as to accurately represent the resources available for the situation. The contributions
INSIDE VENEZUELA

Methodology: Unearmarked funding is allocated and reallocated multiple times during the year to allow UNHCR to fund prioritised activities. This
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below.
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from
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Tobago, United States of America and Venezuela.
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theme, the other softly earmarked contributions listed are those which can potentially be used for the
Venezuela Situation. Where a donor has contributed $2 million or more, the total amount of the contribution is shown.
access to justice in the country.

Follow us! @acnurvenezuela

UNHCR Division of External Relations
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NORTH OF CENTRAL AMERICA SITUATION
KEY DEVELOPMENTS
On 27 June, the tragic image of the drowned bodies of
Salvadoran Oscar Alberto Martinez Ramirez and his 23-month
old daughter Valeria washed up on the banks of the Rio
Grande, deeply shocked the whole world.

5 On 1 June, Nayib Bukele was sworn in office and became
President of El Salvador. During his five-year-term, the
President announced he will aim to contrast El Salvador’s
legacy of gang violence and corruption.
6 Mexico and El Salvador launched the programme
‘Sembrando Vida’. The cooperation agreement includes a
$30 million Mexican donation for reforestation in the Central
America, and seeks to reactivate the rural economy in the
south of Mexico, El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras,
where the dry corridor has taken its toll on development. The
project will reforest 124,000 acres (50,000 hectares) and is
expected to create 20,000 jobs.
Honduras has passed the inclusion of the criminal
classification of provoking forced displacement under
Chapter II on Crimes against Freedom of Determination in
the new Penal Code. The Executive Decree is a result of the
proposal submitted by the Interinstitutional Commission for
the Protection of People Displaced by Violence in September
2016, to classify the act of forcing the displacement of people
as a crime. The proposal was developed with UNHCR’s
technical assistance.

367,000 people

353,200

245,500 IDPs

29,497 asylum claims in

of concern in Central
America by the end of 2018

in Honduras and El
Salvador by the end of 2018

refugees and
asylum seekers from North of
Central America worldwide

Mexico since January 2019

(257% increase over the same
period of 2018)

KEY DEVELOPMENTS

7

Joint US-Mexico
declaration.

4

The National Refugee Commission of Guatemala (CONARE),
created under the new migration law (Código de Migración),
invited UNHCR to participate in their third session and join
the Commission as a member with voice only. Together
with the government efforts, UNHCR will support the
strengthening of capacities of the new members.
7 A joint U.S.-Mexican declaration was issued on 7 June
specifying that Mexico will take unprecedented steps to
increase enforcement to curb irregular migration, including
the deployment of its National Guard throughout Mexico,
taking decisive actions against human smuggling and
strengthening coordinated actions with the United States
of America (USA). The U.S. expanded its Migrant Protection
Protocols across the entire Southern Border, returning asylum
seekers to Mexico while their claim is processed in the U.S.
The Mexican Ministry of Interior announced on 6 June the
deployment of around 6,000 members of the National Guard
at the Southern and Northern Mexican borders. Following
this move, on 23 June, the deployment of 52,000 additional
members of the National Guard to combat crime was
announced. The deployment was planned to start on 30 June
and will eventually reach 82,000 troops by the end of 2019.
In Esquipulas, Guatemala, an increased military presence at
the border was observed including Special Forces supporting
police checkpoints along the route.

Curaçao. Boat departing
from Venezuela to
Curaçao went missing.

3
Mexico and El Salvador
launch the programme
Sembrando Vida.

6

El Salvador. Nayib
Bukele becomes
President.

5

Perú. Requirements for the
issuance of Humanitarian
Visa introduced for
Venezuelans.

1

Chile. New visa entry
requirement for
Venezuelans.
Sources: UNHCR, UNCS Author: UNHCR
HQ Geneva Feedback: mapping@unhcr.org

2

Trinidad and
Tobago. New visa
entry requirement
for Venezuelans.
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UNHCR RESPONSE TO LARGE GROUPS IN LINE
WITH 2019 STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
The number of refugees and asylum-seekers from the North
of Central America (NCA) has soared in the last five years.
Worsening crime and violence fuelled by drug cartels and gangs
accounts for a 20% increase in the number of asylum-seekers.
People from the North of Central America continue to make
their way towards the north,$46.9
travelingmillion
in small groups of up
to 20 people across different
borders
often through
irregular
UNHCR's
financial
requirements
2019 1
crossings.
To provide timely response for humanitarian and persistent
needs, UNHCR gives immediate assistance to people on the
move. During the month of June, UNHCR and partners provided
information on asylum procedures, shelter, primary healthcare
and food to around 800 people every week 3across Guatemala
CONTRIBUTIONS | USD

The first Refugee Resource Center in Belize was inaugurated in
Benque, a town close to the border where asylum-seekers cross
into the country. The CenterEuropean
seeks Union
to be a space of coordination
Canada
with border authorities to provide people on the move with
UN Peacebuilding
key information on the asylum
proceduresFund
in Belize. It also
provides emergency shelterNacional
to vulnerable
people
Monte Piedad,
I.A.P. until proper
transportation to BelmopanMiscellaneous
is secured.donors in Canada

FUNDING (as of 9 July 2019) UNHCR's financial
requirements 2019 for the North Central
America
FUNDING
UPDATE | 2019
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Detention centers continue to be
with precarious conditions, result in people with international
protection needs opting to return to their countries out of
Unearmarked
Earmarked
despair. The
general trendSoftly
shows that
detainees areTightly
being
earmarked
returned to their countries
at an accelerated pace.earmarked
-

-

-

1,415,253

To meet basic needs
as food, household- and domestic
- such 455,927
37,994
products, and providing
a contribution
towards- housing
and
294,518
utility bills, UNHCR Mexico
has delivered
Multi-Purpose cash
173,267
Grants (MPG) to 14,062
new153,842
people to the end- of May.
-

Total

1,415,253

493,921

294,518

173,267

153,842

- local integration
28,539
Thanks to the UNHCR
programme
launched
in 28,539
In light of the continuous
in asylum claims during June,
Monterrey,
north
of
Mexico,
during
the
first
week
of
May
2019,
Miscellaneous
private
donors
2,399
122,969
125,367
especially in Tapachula, Palenque and Tenosique, in the south
220 asylum-seekers- and refugees
been relocated
from the2,684,708
Sub-total for an increased response,
612,168 have296,236
1,776,304
of Mexico, UNHCR offices prepared
south to Monterrey.
and partners
have provided
support6,871,316
Indicative allocation of funds
and adjustments
3,557,647UNHCR
1,644,920
1,301,303
367,445
particularly in shelter and protection/detention
monitoring
to
obtain
legal
stay
documents,
find
suitable
jobs,
housing
and 9,556,023
capacity.
Total
3,557,647
2,257,088
1,597,539
2,143,749
ensure
access
to
health
and
education.
In
total,
1,542
people
Methodology: Unearmarked funding is allocated and reallocated multiple times during the year to allow UNHCR to fund prioritised activities. This
A UNHCR team has been joining
efforts to reduce the
relocated
from
1 January
till 10for
June
2019. · The contributions
funding update includes an indicative allocation of funds have
so as tobeen
accurately
represent
the resources
available
the situation.
registration waiting time inearmarked
Tapachula.
Since
beginning
ofSituation shown above are combined with an indicative allocation of the softly earmarked and
for the
Norththe
of Central
America
In line different
with strategic
partnerships and aiming to provide reliable
May, 2,467 people have been
registered,
which represents
a allocation respects
unearmarked
contributions
listed below. This
levels of earmarking. Adjustments relate to programme support costs and
information and access to the asylum system, on 13 June,
carry-over.
backlog reduction of 30 days.
In Tenosique, people have been
UNHCR
and the University of Veracruzana signed an agreement
waiting for a week to get access to the asylum procedures,
4
OTHER SOFTLY EARMARKED CONTRIBUTIONS
for the| USD
creation of a legal clinic that provides free legal
spending nights in front of COMAR’s office, the Mexican
United States of America 10.2 million | Private donors Australia
6.1 million
assistance
to people with international protection needs.
Commission for Refugee Assistance, to avoid losing their turns.
Spain
increase

UNEARMARKED CONTRIBUTIONS 5 | USD To date, around 29,000 people have been estimated to have

returned
from
Mexico
and the
USA
to |Honduras.
UNHCR
Sweden 90.4 million | Norway 44.5 million | Private donors
Spain 39.6
million
| Netherlands
37.5
million
United Kingdom
31.7 million |
Germany 26.7 million | Denmark 24.4 million | Private donors
Republic
Koreaauthorities
20.6 million | Switzerland
15.1 million of returnees
supports
theoflocal
in the identification

OTHER SITUATIONS

with| Canada
protection
Algeria | Argentina | Australia | Austria | Azerbaijan | Belgium
| Costaneeds.
Rica | Estonia | Iceland | Indonesia | Kuwait | Luxembourg | Malta |
Monaco | Montenegro | New Zealand | Peru | Philippines | Qatar | Republic of Korea | Russian Federation | Saudi Arabia | Serbia | Singapore | Slovakia |
Sri Lanka | Thailand | United Arab Emirates | Uruguay | Private donors

NICARAGUA SITUATION

76,600 Nicaraguan asylum applications in

Notes:
1. The
financial
requirements ofhave
the North
of Central America Situation include requirements in Belize, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico and Panama RO.
April
2018,
thousands
fled

neighbouring countries since April 2018
Since protests started in
2. The percentage funded (20%) and total funding amount ($9,556,023) are indicative based on the methodology described above. This leaves an indicative funding gap of
Nicaragua due to the political
unrest, seeking safety in
$37,354,261 representing 80% of the financial requirements. 61,676 Nicaraguan asylum applications in Costa Rica
neighbouring countries, mostly
to Costa
Rica,
3. Contributions
to the
Northwhere
of Central33,696
America Situation are shown by the earmarking modality as defined in the Grand Bargain.
4. Due to their and
earmarking
at a related
region,are
sub-region, country or theme, the other softly earmarked contributions listed are those which can potentially be used for the North
asylum claims have been registered
27,980
people
America Situation. Where a donor has contributed $2 million or more, the total amount of the contribution is shown.
waiting for an appointment oftoCentral
register.
The socio-political crisis
5. Contributed without restrictions on its use, unearmarked funding allows UNHCR critical flexibility in how best to reach refugees and other populations of concern who are in
in the country remains unresolved
efforts
taking
the greatestalthough
need and at the
greatestare
risk. Where
a donor has contribution $10 million or more, the total amount of the contribution is shown.
place.
For more information: http://reporting.unhcr.org

Nicaraguan authorities freed 56 people detained during a harsh
crackdown on dissent, including leaders of a wave of antigovernment protests and independent journalists. President
Daniel Ortega promised to free all such prisoners by 18 June and
claims to have met the requirement. Yet, according to the Alianza
Civica opposition movement, 89 political prisoners remain in jail.
Family members gathered outside La Modelo prison on 18 June
to demand their immediate release.
On 17 June, UNHCR Costa Rica launched a six-week mass
registration and information campaign in San Jose to address
the registration backlog and to conduct socio-economic
evaluations to determine eligibility
of asylum seekers for cashUNHCR Division of External Relations
based grants.

Follow us on @UNHCRgov

© UNHCR/Roberto Carlos Sanchez

UNHCR leads an Interagency Rapid Response Plan requesting
USD 5 million to provide humanitarian assistance to the
most vulnerable asylum seekers in Costa Rica in the areas of
protection, physical and mental health, and basic needs. The
Plan was presented to the authorities and endorsed by the
President.
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COLOMBIA SITUATION
Despite the signature of the peace agreement, internal
displacement and forced displacement outside Colombia
continue unabated and in the rise. There have been 30 large
group displacements so far in 2019, which have affected
8,572 people as of June. 31 assistance and orientation points
have been set up by UNHCR in key reception areas.
President Duque signed off on the statutory law on the
Special Jurisdiction for Peace (JEP), which will allow the new
magistrates to take decisions autonomously and regulate the
Transitional Justice System, being able to impose sanctions of
reparative justice as part of the Peace agreements.
In Putumayo, near the border with Ecuador, UNHCR handed
over a community centre and a school canteen which were
built for two settlements of internally displaced people. The
project was funded by the Korean Cooperation Agency
(KOICA). Some 700 people are estimated to benefit from
Relocation Plans which will be supported by UNHCR.
Additionally, the Indigenous Zonal Organization of Putumayo
(OZIP) with UNHCR’s technical support, secured a Technical
Working Group with the Ministry of the Interior, the Ethnic
Directorate of the Victim’s Unit, the Ombudsman Office and
the Victim’s Program of the Governor’s Office in order to
further work and implement the Collective Reparation Plans
of 13 indigenous people.

8.8 million

50,532

victims of armed
conflict

7.8 million

Colombian refugees
in Ecuador by the
end of 2018

internally displaced people

10,029

Colombian asylum
displaced people seekers in Ecuador
in large group displacements
by the end of 2018

8,572
in 2019

UNHCR and UNDP launched the project Improving durable
solutions and peacebuilding through Human Security
Business Partnerships in post-Peace Agreement Colombia,
with the support of the UN Human Security Trust Fund, the
London School of Economics (LSE) and the NGO Peace
Startup. The project aims to improve human security conditions
for internally displaced people and host communities in
the departments of Antioquia and Nariño. Furthermore, it
is expected to support the dialogue between communities
and the private sector strengthening economic activities and
market linkages that bring investment from the private sector
to the territories.

JUNE FEATURED STORIES

Refugees and migrants from
Venezuela top 4 million

Angelina Jolie calls for leadership and
humanity as millions flee Venezuela

The number of refugees and migrants from
Venezuela reached 4 million with 3.2 million
hosted in Latin America and the Caribbean.

On a visit to Colombia, the Special
Envoy met with refugees, returnees and
government officials to assess the human
impact of a mounting exodus.

Support for Venezuelans "needed
more than ever", says Deputy High
Commissioner

Kelly Clements visits Ecuador and
Colombia to assess urgent needs amid a
deeply underfunded regional response.

Older Colombians and Venezuelans take UNHCR appeals for regional talks on
care of each other under the same roof
Central America displacement

UNHCR scales up response as record
number of Venezuelans arrive in Peru

Grandpa’s House hosts Colombian seniors
who were left alone. Now it has increased
its capacity to also shelter Venezuelans on
the run.

UNHCR sent extra teams to the border
between Peru and Ecuador to support the
authorities to deal with an unprecedented
number of Venezuelans entering Peru.

Forced displacement from Central America
is straining asylum capacity across the
region, placing growing numbers of
individuals and families at grave risk.
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